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UNBREAKABLE

I never believed in ghosts. Until one tried to kill me.

When Kennedy Waters finds her mother dead, she doesn’t realize paranormal forces are responsible—not until mysterious identical twins, Jared and Lukas Lockhart break into Kennedy’s room and destroy a deadly spirit sent to kill her.

Kennedy learns that mother’s death was no accident, and now she has to take her place in the Legion of the Black Dove—a secret society formed to protect the world from a vengeful demon. A society left in the hands of a group of teens with unique skills: Jared, combat trained with a temper to match; Lukas, rogue hacker and code breaker; Alara, whose attitude is as powerful as her voodoo protections wards; and Priest, an engineer capable of making weapons out of a soda can.

As the teens use their individual talents to battle paranormal entities, each earns their rightful place in the Legion—except for Kennedy, who is left wondering if she is truly one of them. Can she stay alive long enough to find out, without losing her heart in the process?

PROTECT YOURSELF. WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE CAN HURT YOU.

UNMARKED

COMING SEPTEMBER 30, 2014

The heart-pounding sequel to the instant New York Times bestseller, Unbreakable.

He is here... and he could be anyone.

Kennedy Waters lives in a world where vengeance spirits kill, ghosts keep secrets, and a demon walks among us—a demon she accidentally set free.

Now Kennedy and the other Legion members-Alara, Priest, Lukas, and Jared—have to hunt him down. As they learn more about the history of the Legion and the Illuminati, Kennedy realizes that the greatest mystery of all does not belong to any secret order, but to her own family. With the clock ticking and the life of someone she loves hanging in the balance, Kennedy has to ask the question she fears most: what is it about her past that has left her Unmarked?
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PRAISE FOR UNBREAKABLE

"Tense and deliciously twisty, Unbreakable is a breath-stealing midnight run through some of the creepiest locales I've seen rendered in fiction. . . . It's about forgiveness and redemption, love and loss, and it's anything but predictable. I loved it." – Ransom Riggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children

"Unbreakable is a fast-paced, relentless race through a world of demons and spirits, darkness and light -- and the finish line comes when you least expect it. I can't wait for the next book!" – Ally Condie, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Matched trilogy

"Unbreakable is a haunting, chilling tale that reminded me of Stephen King and Dean Koontz. Creepy places, believable characters with some of the best teen dialogue I've seen, and plenty of suspense. I loved it." – James Dashner, New York Times bestselling author of the Maze Runner series

"Edge-of-your-seat paranormal activity keeps this book moving at an astronomical rate...Kennedy is the perfect flawed heroine." – VOYA Starred Review

"Unbreakable is a fantastic adventure — strong, engaging characters and a romance to die for. The twists will leave you breathless." – Rachel Caine, New York Times bestselling author of the Morganville Vampires series

“For Supernatural” meets “Buffy the Vampire Slayer.” Kami Garcia is Joss Whedon’s talent-sister! I didn’t just read Unbreakable; I lived it. When it comes to supernatural suspense, Garcia is the Slayer.” – Nancy Holder, New York Times bestselling author of Buffy: the Making of a Slayer & the Wicked saga

“Paranormal action, secret societies, and romantic suspense! The Legion series is now definitely on my must-read list.” – Richelle Mead, #1 international bestselling author of Vampire Academy

"Unbreakable keeps you engaged and on edge. I found myself intrigued in Kennedy Waters' world and not wanting to put this book down. Looking forward to Book 2!" – Jason Hawes, co-creator and star of “Ghost Hunters” and a New York Times bestselling author

PRAISE FOR UNMARKED

“A rare sequel that surpasses the original." – Ransom Riggs, New York Times bestselling author of Hollow City

"I hope you’re all ready to be scared, surprised, and thoroughly entertained. A fantastic read.” – Marie Lu, New York Times bestselling author of Legend
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BEAUTIFUL CREATURES

There were no surprises in Gatlin County.
We were pretty much the epicenter of the middle of nowhere.
At least, that's what I thought.
Turns out, I couldn't have been more wrong.
There was a curse.
There was a girl.
And in the end, there was a grave.

Lena Duchannes is unlike anyone the small Southern town of Gatlin has ever seen, and she's struggling to conceal her power, and a curse that has haunted her family for generations. But even within the overgrown gardens, murky swamps and crumbling graveyards of the forgotten South, a secret cannot stay hidden forever.

Ethan Wate, who has been counting the months until he can escape from Gatlin, is haunted by dreams of a beautiful girl he has never met. When Lena moves into the town's oldest and most infamous plantation, Ethan is inexplicably drawn to her and determined to uncover the connection between them.

In a town with no surprises, one secret could change everything.

BEAUTIFUL CREATURES has been published in 50 countries and translated in 39 languages. The film adaptation of BEAUTIFUL CREATURES released in theaters in 2013, from Warner Brothers, starring: Viola Davis, Jeremy Irons, Emma Thompson, Emmy Rossum, Alice Englert, and Alden Ehrenreich.

DANGEROUS CREATURES

A new series returns to the world of Beautiful Creatures. Some loves are cursed... others are dangerous.

Ridley Duchannes will be the first to tell you that she's a bad girl. She's Dark. She's a Siren. You can never trust her, or even yourself when she's around. Lucky for her, Wesley “Link” Lincoln can never seem to remember that; quarter Incubus or not, his heart is Mortal when it comes to Ridley. When Link heads to New York City to start a music career, Ridley goes along for the ride-and she has her own reasons. As if leaving small-town Gatlin for the big city, trying to form a band, and surviving life with a partially reformed Siren isn't hard enough already, Link soon learns he has a price on his head that no Caster or Mortal can ever pay.
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PRAISE FOR BEAUTIFUL CREATURES

#1 New York Times Bestseller
USA Today Bestseller
International Bestseller
Indiebound Bestseller
Publisher’s Weekly Bestseller
Amazon #1 Teen Book of 2009 & #5 on the Amazon Editor’s Top 100 List
A William Morris YA Debut Award Finalist
SCIBA Award Finalist
YALSA “Teen Top Ten” Pick
A New York Public Library “Book for the Teen Age”

"A hauntingly delicious dark fantasy." —Cassandra Clare, #1 New York Times bestselling author of City of Bones

"In the Gothic tradition of Anne Rice, the authors evoke a dark, supernatural world...Give this to fans of Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight or HBO’s ‘True Blood’ series." —School Library Journal


"[Readers] will be swept up by the haunting and detailed atmosphere, the conventions and strictures of Southern life, and a compelling and dimensional mythology." —Publishers Weekly

"Smart, textured and romantic." —Kirkus Reviews

"A potent mix of the gothic, the mythic, and the magical...With original characters, complex world building, and crackling prose, this is masterful storytelling." —Deborah Harkness, #1 New York Times bestselling author of A Discovery of Witches on the Beautiful Creatures novels

"This book has it all...Who could ask for more? A sequel? Please!" —VOYA